Virtual office hours

“Which honor(s) should I target?”

Demystifying the preparation process for AGU Honors Nomination packets: A series organized by the AGU Biogeosciences DEI Committee

**Friday, September 23, 2022**
**2–3 pm Eastern**

The AGU Biogeosciences Section’s Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Committee is holding a series of virtual “office hours” to prepare potential nominators and nominees for AGU honors (medals, awards, prizes, fellowship, and lectures) with the knowledge, skills, and feedback they need to put together an outstanding packet. In this session, LaToya Myles, the Chair of the AGU Honors & Recognition Committee, will present an overview of the AGU Honors program with the goal of answering the question, “Which honor(s) should I target?” Most of the hour will be dedicated to Q&A related to this question.

Register now at bit.ly/3TPKalt, scan or email sam.rabin@rutgers.edu